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Z00R – FIELDS FROM DOCUMENT 
 
The Z00R table contains separate Z00R records for each of the fields in all documents 
of the database. This table can be used for statistical purposes. 
 
Conversion is not applicable; the Z00R records are created by the “Update Short 
Bibliographic Record” (p_manage_07) batch process that also creates the short record 
(Z13). This service is available from the Build Indexes to the Catalog option of the 
Services menu in the Cataloging module. The service is only used for initial load and 
online updates are done automatically (like Z11, Z13, etc.). The UE_01 indexing 
process is not involved. 
 
Note that the CREATE-Z00R flag of the tab100 table of the library’s tab directory is 
used to control the creation of the Z00R records. If the flag is set to ‘N’, the Z00R 
table will not be created. 
 
In the following table, (X) denotes an alphanumeric field and (9) denotes a numeric 
field. All alphanumeric fields are left justified with trailing spaces; all numeric fields 
are right justified with leading zeroes. Decimal positions are indicated by the symbol 
V. The total number of decimal digits is designated by the number of nines following 
the V.  
 
 

   01  Z00R. 
          02 Z00R-SEQUENCE              PICTURE 9(6).                  
          02 Z00R-DOC-NUMBER            PICTURE 9(9).                  
          02 Z00R-FIELD-CODE            PICTURE X(5). 
          02 Z00R-ALPHA                 PICTURE X(1). 
          02 Z00R-TEXT                  PICTURE X(2000). 
 
 
Z00R-SEQUENCE M 9(6) DESC: Sequence number of the field 

within one document. The first field of 
the document is set to 000001, the second 
to 000002 and so on.  

Z00R-DOC-NUMBER M 9(9) DESC: System number of the record 
from which the field was extracted. 

Z00R-FIELD-CODE M X(5) DESC: Field code and indicators (e.g. 
‘LDR  ‘ or ‘650 0’) 

Z00R-ALPHA M X(1) DESC: Alpha code of the field. L is used 
for all scripts (e.g. Latin, Greek, Cyrillic, 
etc.). 

Z00R-TEXT M X(2000) DESC: Field’s content. 
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